What is Dynamic Discounting?
Dynamic discounting, also called buyer funding, is a supply chain finance solution that provides the buyer with full flexibility for
using their own funds to make early discounted payments to their own suppliers through a credit note. It differs from a
standard payables finance programme in the sense that the buyer negotiates directly with their suppliers a discount price.
Buyers with an excess of cash can release significant value for themselves as well as their suppliers. It allows them to generate
higher yields on the excess cash they hold by paying suppliers early, upon request at any point before invoice maturity, and at
a discounted price while suppliers improve their liquidity situation.

How does it work?

What are the benefits?
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Better relationship with buyer compared
to a marketplace (auction process)

Early payment discount applied and
payment made through credit note

How to maximise a dynamic discount programme?
From Buyer’s perspective

From Suppliers’ perspective

Best practises when executing a programme
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What are the key points to keep in mind?
Programme

Discount

Suppliers

Funder

• Buyer’s rationale is to
generate higher yield by using
their own cash

• Negotiated between buyer
and their suppliers

• Strengthen relationship with
buyer allowing to have a quick
access to liquidity

• Does not advance payment
but uses the buyer’s account
instead

• Buyer to decide when and
how much to fund

• Discount is based on buyer’s
target return

• Suppliers are not engaged in
a marketplace auction with
funders improving cashflow
visibility

• May be available within a hybrid
standard payables finance
programme

How to get started
Following engagement with one of Demica’s experts, a demo of the platform and the signing of a non-disclosure agreement,
the first step would be for Demica to undertake a supplier analysis to measure the benefits for the buyer. A supplier analysis
data template is sent to the buyer for them to provide a list of their suppliers, their country location and quantitative
information (Click here for information request).
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About Demica
Demica is one of the largest independent global providers of working capital solutions. Demica has facilitated the funding of
over $16 billion of payables and receivables programmes. Our multi-funder platform enables large corporates to access
funding from a wide network of global banks and institutional investors.

Transforming working capital finance
Platform

Scale

Funding

Award winning

$16bn funded assets

+50 global banks

2019 RFIx Award Winner
SCF Technology Solutions Provider
of the Year

Over 500 programmes supported
across 135+ countries

Active on our award-winning
platform and funding our
programmes

Contact details
Maurice Benisty
Chief Commercial Officer

Email: maurice.benisty@demica.com

Disclaimer
This is not a formal offer of services and is subject to contract, due diligence and all necessary internal approvals.
This document has been prepared by Demica Limited and Demica Finance Limited (collectively “Demica”) for information or discussion purposes only and shall
not be construed as and does not form part of an offer, nor an invitation to offer, nor a solicitation or recommendation to enter into any transaction, nor is it an
official or unofficial confirmation of terms. Regulated activities are carried out by Demica Finance Limited only. To the extent that this document constitutes a
financial promotion for the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, it is issued by Demica Finance Limited which is authorised and regulated by
the UK Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) and is intended only for persons who are Professional Clients or Eligible Counterparties for the purposes of the FCA
rules.
This document and the information contained in it is highly confidential and is the valuable commercial property of Demica. It is provided on the basis that it is kept
confidential. Any reproduction, dissemination, disclosure, modification or publication is prohibited.
Demica has presented you this document in its capacity as a potential counterparty acting at arm’s length. Demica is not, and no action of Demica shall be
construed to be, acting as your financial, legal, tax or regulatory advisor nor in a fiduciary capacity in respect of the proposed transaction, or any other transaction
with you unless otherwise expressly agreed by Demica in writing. Accordingly, neither Demica nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents (each a
"Relevant Person") shall incur any responsibility or liability with respect to any action, omission, recommendation or comment made either by them or by any other
Relevant Person in relation to any such matter or anything contained in this document, and each individual or entity which receives this document or participates
in the Transaction (together the "Client") shall be responsible for obtaining all such independent advice as it thinks appropriate on such matters.
This document may contain forward-looking statements which may include statements regarding Demica’s intent, belief or current expectations with respect to
Demica’s businesses and operations, market conditions, results of operation and financial condition, specific provisions and risk management practices. Readers
are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. Demica does not undertake any obligation to publicly release the result of any
revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date hereof or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. While
due care has been used in the preparation of forecast information, actual results may vary in a materially positive or negative manner. Forecasts and hypothetical
examples are subject to uncertainty and contingencies outside Demica’s control. Past performance is not a reliable indication of future performance.
This document may include data, forecasts, company and/or product descriptions and other information received from a third party or parties (“Third Party
Content”). Demica has not created, does not control and has not verified any Third Party Content. Demica makes no representations, warranties or guarantees
(whether express or implied) about the completeness, accuracy, timeliness or reliability of any Third Party Content. Demica has no responsibility to update any
Third Party Content or to ensure that Third Party Content is updated. Demica shall incur no responsibility or liability with respect to any Third Party Content or
provision thereof.
You alone shall be responsible for making your own independent investigation and appraisal of the risks, benefits and suitability of any transaction, and Demica
shall incur no responsibility or liability whatsoever to you in respect thereof.
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